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undoubtedly, all the three above described free manual methods can be utilized to
crack vba project password in excel 2007 worksheet. however, success is not

guaranteed and depends on the users technical knowhow to execute the procedures
correctly. the methods also do not ensure 100% success always. therefore, to achieve

cent percent outcome any external tool is indeed essential to be brought in use.
although several professional utilities are available, the one which can be relied upon
is vba password remover. one stop solution to unlock and erase vba password. it is

featured by numerous advanced capabilities like the ones mentioned below: real time
xml editor is a fast, powerful, xml editor that combines xml editor with xml dom

editor into one interface. xml editor provides the full xml editing feature, such as tag
name view, value view, rename view, xml import and export. xml dom editor provides

the xml dom editing feature, such as tag name view, value view, rename view, xml
import and export. both xml editor and xml dom editor can be set as the default xml
editor and xml dom editor in the system. you can also set the mode of xml editor or

xml dom editor as the default editor by clicking the "default" button. the third method
of cracking the excel vba password is a short cut that involves using the vba

password that a user applies. this method works for both xlsm and xlsx file. once the
files are accessed through the hex editor, vba password is the one that is reflected in
the file itself. therefore, the password can be altered by making a few modifications

to the vba code. 5ec8ef588b
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